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Abstract. In this paper an algorithm is presented to compute a minimal partial realization
(mpr) of the form C(z) . A (z)-1 given N (mXn)-Markov parameters which are not exactly
known (C(z) and A(z) are polynomial matrices. respectively (mXn) and (nXn)). The
algorithm is based on the singular value decomposition of certain block-Hankel matrices

containing the Markov parameters. Insight is given in the errors between the given Markov
parameters and those of the computed mpr C (z) . A (z )-1. It is shown that the method is a
special case of the total linear least squares technique for identification and parameter estimation
and that it can also be used for model reduction. Finally a numerical example is presented.

1. Introduction

The notation used will be for discrete stable linear systems but everything can also be
applied to continuous linear systems.

The problem considered here is very important in linear systems theory. Given a finite
sequence of N matrices Hi E IRmXn• i = 1. ...• N. called Markov parameters. find an (mXn)
polynomial matrix C (z) and a nonsingular (nXn) polynomial matrix A (z) such that:

/1

C(Z)-A(Z)-1 = H1z-1 +H2z-2 + ... + HNz-N + O_(z-N-1) (1)

with C (z) and A (z) right coprime and the degree of the determinant of A (z) (deg det A (z)) as
small as possible. (An analoguous definition can be given for the left polynomial matrix
fraction representation B(z)-1·D(z)). C(z)-A(Z)-1 is the transfer function of a discrete linear
system. The coefficients of the power series of C(z)-A(Z)-1 around z = 00 form the impulse
response of the system. The deg det A (z) is equal to the minimal number of states to realize the
system. So (1) means that we are looking for a transfer function representation of a system
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with a minimal number of states such that the first N impulse response coefficients are Hi.
i = 1. ...• N. These Markov parameters Hi are supposed to be measured with a certain relative
precision. (See [1] and [3] for the single-input single-output case with absolute errors on the
Markov parameters).

In Section 2 the problem is transformed and solved under the assumption that the Markov
parameters are exactly known. Also the connection is given with the total linear least squares
technique used in [5]. Section 3 contains an algorithm to solve the inexact problem. In Section 4
insight is given into the errors between the Markov parameters of the computed system and the
given Markov parameters. Section 5 shows a numerical example. Section 6 gives some notes
and conclusions on the effectiveness. the numerical stability and the adaptation to the model
reduction problem of the algorithm of section 3.

2. Solution of the problem when the Markov parameters are exactly known

We denote the j-th column of A (z) by aj(z) = aO,j+al,jz+ ... +adj,jzdj with ai,j E IRn and
adj,j ¢ O. dj is called the degree of the polynomial vector aj(z) (we can define the degree of the

zero polynomial vector as -00). The matrix HDA = [adl.1 ad2,2 ... adn,n] is called the highest

degree coefficient matrix of the polynomial matrix A (z). When HDA is nonsingular we say that

A (z) is column reduced. In this case deg det A (z) = r.~dj• To transform the problem we need
the definition of a unimodular matrix. A square polynomial matrix U(z) is unimodular when
det U(z) is a nonzero constant. Every polynomial matrix A (z) can be transformed into a

column reduced polynomial matrix by right multiplication with a unimodular matrix:
A'(z) = A (z}U(z) and HDA, is nonsingular. This means that we can look for C(z}A(z)-1

with A (z) column reduced and r.~dj minimal satisfying (1).

The denominator columns a/z). called solution vectors of level N given N Markov
parameters. can be found as solutions of the following set of homogeneous linear equations with
a block-Hankel coefficient matrix [4] :

'Z-

aOHI

HN-d

Hd+1

HN

o

= r I or HN,d·a(Z) = O.ad I 0
(2)

Note that we use a(z) and [at· .. a~Y as equivalent notations. The corresponding column of
the numerator polynomial matrix can be computed as:

o 0... HIIlaolCd-I
=

I or Hiv,d·a(Z) = c*(z).
(3)o HI ... Hd Jl~dJ

Co
.

We can rewrite this as

[HN"1 [aCz) I

10'

HN,d 0 . -c*(z) =
10

Note the similarity between this problem for the single input- single output case and the
parameter estimation problem [5]. I.e. given an input u(z) and an output y(z). find the



parameters of a transfer function of degree d that matches the given data as close as possible.
Their algorithm uses the total linear least squares technique but their article gives no insight

about the errors between the given output y(z) and the output y(z) of the computed system
when the same input u(z) is applied. In our problem the input u(z) = 1 so the coefficients of
the output power series y (z) are the Markov parameters.
So (2) indicates that we have to study the structure of the kernels of the block-Hankel matrices
HN,d' We put the solution vectors of level p. aj(z). given p Markov parameters with
p = 1. ...• N in a two-dimensional table called the solution table. See table 1.

~--'

o

o I aY(z) ...a~(z)

1

2

3

p

1

a}Cz)

2

a~(z )

a~(z) ... a~(z)

degree

N

level

at'(z) ... a~(z)

Table 1: Solution table

Because of the special nesting of the Hankel matrices Hp,d. it should be clear that if a(z) is in
Ker Hp,d. then a(z) will also be in Ker Hp +1,d+1 and Ker Hp,d+l' Moreover za(z) will also be in
Ker Hp,d+1 and these relations are of course transitive. Thus Ker Hp,d will contain Ker
HpJ • j=O.1. ...•d-1. Ker Hp-l,) • j=O.1.. ...d-l. Ker Hp-2,) • j=0.1. ...•d-2. etc. and shifted
versions of these. The part of Ker Hp,d that is not contained in all these will be spanned by the
solution vectors of level p and degree d. By using this reasoning recursively. it will be clear

that it is possible to construct a basis for Ker Hp,d from the solution vectors that can be found
in the solution table inside the triangle with vertices (p.d).(p. O).(p-d. 0). See table 2.
The solution vectors on the diagonal through (p.d).(p-d.O) are said to have potential degree
CF=d (with respect to level p). More generally. the solution vectors on the diagonal

(p.d-k).(p-d+k.O) have potential degree CF=d-k (w.r.t. level p). Thus a basis for Ker Hp,d

can be found from the solution vectors having a potential degree at most d. More precisely. the
following theorem can be proved.

Theorem 1 [4]

A basis BHp,d for Ker Hp,d is given by



o

o

p-d I.

Pl.

level

d

z
-+ •

Table 2

degree

Lj

d-vl '( )BHp,d = U z ]aj z

where the union is over all solution vectors a}(z) of potential degree O"} = d}-i +p at most d.
(d) is the degree of a}(z)).

This means that dim Ker Hp,d is equal to the number of solution vectors of potential degree at
most d (w.r.t. level p), and this is equal to the number of solution vectors in the triangle
depicted in table 2.

If H(z) = Lo;Htz-* is a rational matrix function. then Ker HN,d will stabilize from a
certain N on. I.e.

KerHNd = KerHN'd V N' ~ N., ,

This means that the solution vectors stabilize too. I.e.

af(z) = af(z) V N' ~ N.

From now on. we shall suppose that N is large enough to have reached this point of stabilization
(see table 3). It then follows from theorem 1 that

dim Ker HN,d+1 = dim Ker HN,d + k + j

if k is the number of solution vectors of level N of degree ~ d and j is the number of solution
vectors of level N of degree d +1. This means that the solution vectors have reached a final
value.

Note that the nested structure of these bases can be used to construct a recursive algorithm to
compute the solution vectors ([2] and [4]). This algorithm can not be changed into a robust one
when the Markov parameters are inaccurate but a robust one can be designed as we shall
presently do.

Here we propose a nonrecursive algorithm to compute the solution vectors of level N based on

the singular value decomposition. Recall that every matrix A e IRp><q of rank s < min(p.q) has
a singular value decomposition (SVD) : A = U' :t . yT with U e IRPXp and Y e IRq><q orthogonal
matrices and :t a diagonal (pXq) matrix with diagonal elements (singular values) 0"1 ~ 0"2



df dN dNn de2:ree

-)

N-Cd~-df)

N-Cd~-df)

N

level

af

other structure

af

Table 3

~ CTIS > CTIS+1 = ... = CTmin(p,q) = O. The last q-s columns of V form an orthonormal basis for
the nullspace of A. The algorithm to compute the solution vectors is as follows:

1) Take HN,O' HN,l' ••• until the nullspace is different from {O}. Suppose this occurs for
HN,dl :

u1'1 1~1'01
HN,d 1 = 1111 • 0 O'

V'flT u1.1 E IRmX(N-dl)m
T with d

~1 '£11 E IRISX:s nonsingular

CHereand below. a partitioning of some U matrix will be by its first m rows and the rest of
it. the partitioning of a :E matrix is with respect to its significant and nonsignificant values
and the partitioning of a V matrix is conformal with the corresponding :E.) Thus Ker
HN,dl has dimension Cd1+l)n-s and therefore there are Cd1+l)n-s solution vectors of
degree d 1 [4]. We can take the columns of V2 as these solution vectors.

2) Suppose we have already made a choice for the first k solution vectors of degree smaller
than d. If k=n the algorithm ends. HN,d-1 can be written as:

IUi-'! I~i-'°1HN,d-1 = U~-l . 0 O' V'/-"I . ri-'E IRmX(N-.lH)mV~-lT wlth '£f-1 E IRrxr nonsingular

The number of columns of V~-l i.e. dim Ker HN,d-1 is equal to the number of solution
vectors in the triangle with vertices (N.O).(N.d-i). (N-d+1.0) of the solution table.
Suppose this number is l. It then follows from theorem 1 and the structure of table 3 that

dim Ker HN,d is l +k +j where k is the number of solution vectors of level N of degree <d
and j (possibly j=O) is the number of solution vectors for level N of degree d. Now let us
construct Ker HN,d' Therefore we write HN,d as follows:



HN•d =
HI

HN-d

..-
:HN•d-1

/

where HN•d-1 is HN•d-1 without its first block row. Thus

HI
· 1:1-1 : 0I 0·

HN.d = II: : Ud-l .
·

o V1-1T
·• 2 ·

HN-d

·
0: 0
o V~-lT

.
(4)

Suppose the SVD of (4) is

11:; °1 IV;T
U'· 0 o' Vi T' •

Then

HN•d = IU'·
1:i 01 IVi T

o 01 IViT

o

o

I 0
o V1-1T

o V~-lT

1:i0 0Vir 0I 0
=u'·1

. Vir 0o V1-1T
0

o 00Io V~-lT

(5)

(5) is orthogonal. hence the singular value decomposition of HN•d can be written as :

I v.r] I
1 I 0

_ , 11:;° °1 V;T' ° V'/-"HN•d - U . 0 0 0 . 0 V~-lT

or

IU1] 11:1 °1HN•d = U~ . 0 0 .

with

VdT1

vf



ut the first m rows of U'

U~the last (N-d-l)m rows of U'
~t = ~i

J

VdT - V'T1 - 1
[~~_lII

V'T

( 02 .
V~T = I

o Vt-1T

0

V~-1T

The lower part of V~T shows that Ker HN,d-l is a part of Ker HN,d. It thus contains 1

rows. The upper part will give the other k +j basis vectors of Ker HN,d' Thus if the
number of columns of

[~~-1]. [Vi]

is equal to k +j. there are j solution vectors of degree d (see table 3). Choose j columns of
these k +j columns such that the highest degree coefficientmatrix of the solution vectors of
level N computed so far has full column rank.

3) Repeat 2) until there are n solution vectors. The numerator polynomial matrix can then be
computed by using (3).

3. The solution of the inexact problem

Suppose now that the Markov parameters Hj• i = 1. ...• N are not known exactly but are
only given within a relative accuracy E for each entry which we assume to be the same for all
the entries of the parameters.
We have to adapt the algorithm of section 2 because the relative errors on the Markov
parameters will move certain singular values Uj from zero to a value which is not zero but

which is to be considered "numerically zero". given the errors on the Markov parameters.

Before we state the algorithm to solve the inexact problem we note a property of the singular
value decomposition. We shall say that a matrix B is in an (absolute) e-neighbourhood of a

matrix A if the difference between the corresponding entries of A and B is bounded bye.
min (m,n)

Suppose the SVD of the (mXn) matrix A is: A = U'~'VT or A = L ujujvf with Uj the i-th
j=1

singular value and Uj. Vj the i-th column of U respectively V. Suppose k < min(m.n) is such
that ul: > E and ul:+! ~ E. We know that

min IIA-A II= IIdiag(ul:+l ....• Umin(m,n»)II
ranI: A ~I:

with 11·11 an orthogonally invariant matrix norm.
__ I:

A candidate for the matrix A is A = L ujujvf. Since the difference between the elements of A
j=1

and A is bounded bye. A will be in an absolute e-neighbourhood of A. If the gap between Uk



and O"t+1 is sufficiently large. i.e. if O"t > .Jmne.then there can be no matrix in an e

neighbourhood of A of rank less than k. A will be a matrix with the largest possible dimension
for its kernel that is in an e-neighbourhood of A. If the gap between O"tand O"H1 is not that

large. A may still be a matrix of smallest possible rank that is in the e-neighbourhood and if it

is not. we use it as an estimate for it anyway. Instead of having the same order of magnitude
for the absolute difference between every element of A and B we want to have the same order
of magnitude e for the relative difference between the elements of A and B. Such a matrix B is

said to be in a relative e-neighbourhood of A. Therefore the matrix A has to be scaled such that

all its elements have the same order of magnitude a and then the singular value decomposition
can be applied to this scaled matrix. The singular values will be different for the scaled and for

the unsealed matrix. By setting the singular values less then e equal to zero and by using the

inverse scaling we get a matrix A of rank k' approximating the matrix A with the same order of
magnitude for the relative error between the corresponding elements. It will be a matrix which
is in practical applications a fairly good estimate for a matrix with the largest possible kernel
which is in a relative e-neighbourhood of A. More precisely. suppose that there exist diagonal
matrices Di = diag(di.1.di.2 •••.). i =1.2 such that the entries of the matrix D1AD2 have the same

order of magnitude. I.e. Id1.iaiJd2JI = ai.) ~ a. If it has a SVD D1AD2 = LO"iUiVL then

A = L~'O"iUiVf will approximate D1AD2 such that Id1.iaiJd2.) - Cli.) I ~ 0"t'+1' Hence if we set

A = D11AD2"1. then laiJ - CIiJI ~ O"t'+1ldj:Jdz.}I = O"t'+1lai)aj] ~ O"t'+llai,) la-1. This
shows that if the i.j-entry is not well scaled. i.e. if ai.) is substantially smaller than the average
a. then the approximation of this entry may have a substantially larger relative error as is
indicated by the factor aj.

Note that if the columns of V span the kernel of A. then the columns of D2 V will span the
kernel of A.

To obtain the scaling of the matrix A. we compute D1 and D2 by the following algorithm:

repeat 5 times

- compute the Euclidean norm of each row of A and divide this row by the norm
=> the length of this row is one

- do the same thing with each of the n columns of A.

This makes the value a ~ Id1.iai.)d 2J I of order 1.
This leads to the following algorithm for the inexact problem (with the same assumption
concerning the structure of the solution vectors as in section 2) :

1) First of all we search for solution vectors of degree 0 :

\~

H1

H2

HN

. [ao] =

o

o

or HN•O 'ao = O.

The nul1space of HN•O is approximated by Ker HN•O with HN•O in a relative e
neighbourhood of HN•O and which is obtained by SVD of the scaled version of HN•O as



explained above.

Suppose

u1I
Dl·HN.O·D2.0 = IU2 •

kl 0 I . IV{o ~ V~
(6)

c;I./

where the diagonal elements of ~ are numerically zero. i.e. at most E (the relative error on

the data). The partitioning of the matrices is as agreed upon in the previous section. Then
we approximate the solution vectors of degree 0 by the columns of

D2•0 • V2•

Note that if V2 is empty. then there are no solution vectors of degree O.

2) Now we should construct solution vectors of degree 1. Thus we have to build HN,I' scale
it and compute its SVD. Since our algorithm is based on the nesting of the kernels of HN,d.

we should build Ker HN,I such that Ker HN,o appears as a subspace. If we completely
resealed HN,I and computed its SVD. then the solution vectors of degree 0 Of there are
any) will not be found explicitly in the expression for Ker HN,I' They even may not be in
this kernel. Thus if we don't want to loose the information we have already gathered
about our system from the computed SVD. we shouldn't throw it away. So we use the
computed SVD (6) in our search for the solution vectors of degree 1. So the method to
compute the solution vectors of degree 1 when we know the SVD (6) is as follows:
BecauseHN,I is a block-Hankel matrix. it can be written as : (see section 2)

HI

H2

.
1:10Vr.

HN,I = II : : D'-1 U!. D2.~: 1 • 2'
HN-1 :

0~ V~

Di is equal to D1 without its first m rows and columns.
(7)

HI1: ;0I 0ID-1 0· 1 •
2,1

HN,I = Di -1 .! Di'! :

·
. 0 Vr·. D2,1 : U2· :U2·

HN-1
0

.
~o V~ 10D-1

·
2,0

(8)
D2,1 is computed such that the columns of (8) have length one.
We suppose that this method will give us a matrix (7) which is sufficiently well scaled. At
the end of this section we shall come back to the question whether this is true or not.

We compute the SVD of (7) and so we can rewrite HN,I as:

1:i 0ViT· 0I 0 IID-1 02,1
HN,I = Di-1 ·lu··1

·
. 0 vi:U2 .

0
1:i ViT· ~o v~110D-l2,0



Ei 0
.

ViT 0ID-1 00 I 02,1
= Di-1. lu'·1 :U2•. ViT 0. 0 v{·. ~ 10D-10 Ei 0Io V~ 2,0

(9)
If we set Ui to be the last columns of U2 such that U2[0 ~y = Ui~ and define
U = [U' :Ui] and VT = (9), then

ID21 0 ]
. =U'

Di .HN,I' 0 D2,o

Ei 0

o Ei
o 0

o

ol·VT
~

Note that V is an orthogonal matrix and the columns of U' are orthonormal but Ui is not
orthogonal. nor are columns of U' orthogonal to columns of Ui. So the above

decomposition doesn't give a SVD of the scaled version of the matrixHN,I'
Nevertheless we can find an approximation for the solution vectors of degree 1 from this
decomposition. Let the diagonal elements of Ei be numerically zero. Suppose the number
of these elements is k +j where k is the number of solution vectors of degree O. Then there
are j solution vectors of degree 1.
We choose these solution vectors as column vectors of

ID2l 0 I II 0 ]0' D2,O' 0 VI' Vi (10)

such that the matrix of highest degree coefficients of all the solution vectors found so far

has full column rank. To this end we use the QR decomposition with partial column
pivoting, We construct a matrix HD whose first k columns are the highest degree
coefficients (hde) of the solution vectors of degree O. These columns can not be pivoted.
The following k +j columns are the hde of the solution vectors of degree 1. These columns
can be pivoted. So we get:

HD = [HD1 I HD2 ].
k colwrrns k +) colwrrns

After the QR decomposition with partial column pivoting:

R I X' X"

] = 0 I R' Y"o lOR"

k k+j k j k

Suppose the (k+i)-th column of HD ·I~~is the (k+j;)-th column of HD then the j
solution vectors of degree 1 are the columns j;, i = 1. ... ,j of (10). Note that we don't

need to compute the whole QR decomposition. It is enough to compute the j;. Note that

IR I X'I
we could use 0 I R' and QT in the next step to compute the solution vectors of degree 2.

QT·HD·
I
o

o
J



3) The same procedure can be repeated to obtain solution vectors of degree 2.3 •... until we
have n solution vectors.

Note that in each step the row scaling matrix D1 is loosing its first m diagonal elements
and the column scaling matrix is extended with n new diagonal elements D2•i on top.

Now. let us come back to the question whether the matrix (7) is properly scaled. It requires
some simple algebra to verify that

u,· I~I= IDi . In,' .D,.•-u, ·I~].\11· v1•HN

l L

So that r
HI H21ID2.1o III 0

(7) = Di . I
HN-1 HNJ l 0D2.0J

[0 VI

(7')

If N is large enough we can safely suppose that HI and HN do not contribute substantially to
the length of the columns of the central matrix in (7') (which is HN•1). This implies that the
length of the rows and columns of Di . [m ... ~y . D2.0 is approximately 1. The scaling of
the first block column is a bit more difficult. Indeed. the scaling of the rows is decalated by one
block. This means that the row scaling of Hie in HN•O is used to scale HIe-1 in HN•1• Now. if we
suppose that the Markov parameters are only slowly varying. i.e. if H"-1 has the same order of

magnitude as H". then there is no problem in this. As a consequence. D2.1 will be almost equal
to D2.0' So. under these assumptions the length of the rows and columns of (7') will have an
order of magnitude equal to 1. This shows that (7') is indeed properly scaled. Therefore. the
SVD of (7) can be safely done because the transformation of (7') into (7) goes by orthogonal
matrix multiplication which doesn't change the singular values.

When the previous assumption is not valid we should look for other more complicated scaling
schemes. Take for example a scalar system which oscillates. so that H" is approximately zero
while H"-1 has a normal value. In that case. the row scaling factor of H" will be large to scale
it up in the first step. In the second step. this scaling factor will be used to scale H"-1 which

makes it very large so that this value will dominate the complete column. The column scaling
by D2.1 will kill all the other elements in the first column. For such situations the following
improved scaling procedure seemed to work well in practical situations. When computing the
row scaling. we compare the length of a row with the length of some neighbouring rows. We
use the maximum of the lengths as a scaling factor for the current row. This means that if a

Markov parameter is almost zero compared to neighbouring Markov parameters. we don't scale

it up too much to avoid difficulties in the next step. If at the tail of the Markov parameter
sequence all the values become small. then they are still scaled up as they should.

/1-1



4. The correspondence between the given Markov parameters and these of the
computed transfer function

For each solution vector aJ(z) of degree dJ we can write:

H1
I ICd;-1.JI+- zd;-1

aO.JH1

... H'J a'j I I cOJ I

+- ZO(11)
H1 H2

... HdJ+1 ': = Dl.~J+1 'CTJ'UJ,dJ+1+- Z-1
adJ'} +- z -N+dJJ

l .
I

Dl.k·CTJ·UJ,N
IHN-dJ HN-dJ+1 ...HN

with

CTJ(numerically zero) the singular value corresponding to a/z)

[Uf.dJ+1 ... Uf.NY the corresponding left singular vector with each U}.i E IRm
Dl,l

D = D 1 with D 1 i e IRmXm •1,N •

Note that (11) is in fact the matrix notation of a power series multiplication. The solution
vector can also be written as :

aO.} I ID2.dJ • VOJ

·1?

= ,. I where D2.k E IRnXn • k=O.1. ...•dJ

adJ.JI ID2.0 . VdJ.}

are used to compute the solution vectors of degree dJ•

(11) together with (12) gives :

H(z-1) - C(z)· A (z)-1 = O_(z-N-1) +

(Dl.~1+du1,dl+1 •.. ·Un,dl+1].z-d1-1 + ... + Dl.k·[·U1.N· .• ·Un,N].z-N)-I>

(13)

(D2,o·[Vdl.1 ... Vdn.n] + ... + D2.h·[Vdl-h.1 ... Vdn_h,n]-z-h)-1

(14)

with

H(Z-1) = H1z-1 +H2z-2 + ... +HNz-N

uJ.i = 0 when i ~ dJ

vi.J = 0 when i < 0
d 1 ~ d 2 ~ ••• ~ dn = h

E = diag(CT1... CTn)

(12)

Since Vh is invertible. (it is the matrix of highest degree coefficients). the last factor (14) can also



be written as :

(I+v;;-1·Dit·D2.1·Yh_1Z-l+ ... +y;;1·Dit·D2.h·YO·Z-h)-1.y;;1·Dit.

where

Yh-J = [Vdl-J.l .•• Vdn-J.,.] • j = O •.••• h.

Although we could not prove from these relations that the sequence of the differences between

the given system and the computed one behaves like €Hie. this is what was numerically
observed. Numerical experiments showed e.g. that:

1. The corresponding elements of D2.h.D2.h-1 •...• D2.0 have the same order of magnitude so
that Dit ·D2.i :::: In.,..

2. When there are no (almost) multiple poles all elements of the coefficients of the power
series around z = 00 of the factor

(I+v;;-lDitD2.1 Yh_cz-1+ ... +v;;-lDit·D2.h Yoz-h)-l (15)

have order of magnitude 1 and will ultimately decrease.

3. The order of magnitude of the D1.i is more or less like the order of magnitude of HleD2.o.
(Recall that we scaled to make the magnitude of the entries of order a = 1.)

4. Whenever the matrix of highest degree coefficients Yh is nearly singular. then y;;l will be

large and this will increase the overall magnitude of the error sequence. so that extra digits
will be lost.

5. The absolute error sequence is the convolution of the two Markov parameter sequences
related with (13) and (14). Both are decreasing fast enough to make its convolution
decrease almost like HI:' The factor 1: makes it proportional to E. but y;;l may increase the
relative error. Anyway. the relative error sequence will be almost constant.

6. When the block-Hankel matrix can not be scaled properly then we can loose up to a digits
for the approximation of some entry in a Markov parameter when {J.10-ot is the absolute
value of the effectively scaled element at the corresponding entry in the matrix
Dl . HN.o ·D2.

This problem occurs when different entries in the transfer function matrix have different
dominant poles in modulus.

7. When we consider the single-input single-output case and assume that the Markov
parameters are not varying rapidly the scaling can be done very well. In fact one could do
without the column scaling.

8. More digits can be lost when there are (almost) multiple poles because then the Markov

parameter sequence of (14) will not decrease sufficiently fast or even increase initially and
decay only at a later stage.

9. It is clear that the algorithm of section 4 could also be used for model reduction. Instead
of defining the concept 'numerically zero' based on the relative error E. it is based on the

relative error between the given Markov parameters and the Markov parameters of the
approximation to be searched for.



10. It is clear that each step of the algorithm can be implemented in a numerically stable way
(The routines DSVDC and DQRDCof LINPACK can be used).

We shall now illustrate these results with an example.

5. Example

All computations were done in double precision on a Microvax II computer. To check the
performance of the algorithm described in section 4 we compute the :first 50 Markov parameters
of the following system with 3 inputs and 2 outputs and denominator column degrees 2. 2 and
4 respectively:

3.7z-5.4 -6.3z+4.2 -2.12Z3+3.5Z2+1.6Z+6.7j.
5.8z +4 -2.3z +3.7 5.3z3-8.4z2+8.4z-2.3

./,1:.-1, !

z2-o.25
o
o

o
z2+0.1z-o.12

o

o
o

z4+0.21z2-o.01

-1

The :first column has poles : -0.5 +0.5
The second column has poles: +0.3 -0.4
The third column has poles : +0.2 -0.2 +LO.5 -LO.5.

Note that the modulus of the dominant poles of the :first and third column is 0.5 and of the
second column 0.4.

The 50 Markov parameters are corrupted with relative uniform random errors over the interval

[-10-8.10-8]. These corrupted Markov parameters are given as input to the algorithm of
section 3. The singular values corresponding with the solution vectors are:

0"1= 6.5 . 10-9

0"2= 5.0 . 10-9

0"3= 5.3 . 10-9

In the following figures the absolute values of the variables in function of an index are

represented using a logarithmic scale. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate point 3 of the pevious section.
Figure 1 contains the entries of Dll that correspond to the :first output. These are the odd
numbered entries of Dll. The other numbers displayed on f.gure 1 are the entries of the

Markov parameters corresponding to the :first output and the three different inputs. each
multiplied with the corresponding element in D2.0' Figure 2 gives similar results for the second
output.

The similarity in the behaviour of the Dll curve and the behaviour of the HkD2.0 curves is
striking except for the entries of the second column and for the second entry of the third
column. This indicates that the scaling for those entries is not very good.
The dominant pole for the second column is indeed different from the dominant pole for the
:first and third column. As a consequence. the numbers in the second column of the scaled

matrix D IHso.oD2•0 will not be of magnitute 1 as they are in the :first column. but they will
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Figure 1: First output
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Figure 2: Second output

decrease from about 1 to about 10-4. Therefore one can expect that the relative errors in the
approximation of the Markov parameters will increase for the entries in the second column.
(See figures 3 and 4)

Another type of bad scaling can be observed for the (2.3) entry. The scaling for the (2.3)
entries of the odd Markov parameters is good but for the even Markov parameters. the
corresponding entries in the scaled matrix DIH50.oD2.0 are about 10-1.5 instead of 1. Therefore

we may expect a loss of about 1.5 digits on the (2.3) entries of the even Markov parameters.
This is indeed observed in figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 3: Relative errors for (2.1).(2.2).(2.3) entries.

Figure 3 gives the relative errors for the (2.1). (2.2) and (2.3) entries of the Markov parameters.
The curves represented are characteristic for our example. The (2.1) error curve is more or less
constant and tells us that the approximation is correct up to about 8 digits. The same behaviour
is found for all well scaled entries: (1.1). (2.1) and (1.3). The (2.2) error curve indicates that

the approximation is extremely good in the beginning (9 digits) but becomes worse at the end
(only 6 digits correct). The (1.2) error curve has a similar behaviour. The error curve for the
(2.3) entry is also as we predicted before. The odd Markov parameters have about 8 correct
digits for that entry but the even Markov parameters are about 1.5 digits less accurate.

no scaling-2

-3-4-5-6-7-8-9

I0

with scaling

10 20 30 40 50

Figure 4: Maximum of relative errors

In figure 4 we plotted the maximum of the relative error of the 6 entries of the Markov



parameters. As you can see. the approximation is correct to somewhat less than 8 digits for the
odd Markov parameters up to the 30th. The even Markov parameters have about 6.5 correct
digits. This is essentially eaused by the error in the (2.3) entry. From Markov parameter 30 on.
the effect of the error growth in the entries of the second column becomes apparent for the odd
Markov parameters and it grows even above the error in the (2.3) entry of the even Markov
parameters from the 46th on.
Finally we also ran the algorithm without scaling. The singular values corresponding with the
solution vectors are:

0"1 = 2.4 . 10-9

CT2 = 2.9 . 10-9

CT3 = 1.8 . 10-9

In figure 4 you can also find the maximum of the relative errors obtained in this case. As you
can see. it grows well above the relative errors as obtained by the algorithm with scaling. Note
however that the absolute error isn't constant either. It decreases but not as fast as the Markov

parameters. The reason for this spontaneous attempt of good relative behavour of the error in
the unsealed version is explained by the following phenomenon. The error. which is still given
by (13}(14) where we have to set all D;J = I. will decrease due to the decreasing coefficients of
the factor (13). In the sealed version. the entries of the left singular vectors appearing in (13)
all had a more or less constant magnitude while the factors Dil: made the coefficients decrease
like HkD2 o. For the unscaled case. the role of the Di1 is taken over. be it somewhat less..
effective. by the left singular vectors themselves. Their entries will roughly decrease like the
most slowly decreasing entries in the Markov parameters.

6. Conclusion:

An algorithm is proposed that computes a right matrix fraction description whose Markov
parameters approximate the given Markov parameters with a certain relative precision.
Theoretically. the denominator columns are found from the kernels of block Hankel matrices
based on the given Markov parameters. These kernels can be computed by singular value
decomposition. The nesting of these kernels. which can be derived from the solution table. can
be made explicit in the singular value decomposition. However. when the data are corrupted by
a relative noise of the order of e. we replace the kernels of the block Hankel matrices by the

kernels of matrices that are in a relative e-neighbourhood. To compute such a kernel. we have
to scale the block Hankel matrices properly. Therefore the first block Hankel matrix is
multiplied from both sides with diagonal matrices such that the rows and columns of the
product all have length approximately 1. The sealing of the subsequent block Hankels is only
approximated to maintain the nesting of the kernels. Numerical experiments showed that this
procedure gives the desired results.
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